
Instructions section to install the robot / EA: 
1. Your account must be in hedge mode and the EURUSD symbol must have 5 digits, or 5 

decimal places. 

 

2. Enter the settings as follows pictures. 
Enter the settings as follows pictures. 
Moreover, make sure the robot is installed. 
The ACCOUNT_Stop_Out must be equal to the amount of your account Stop Out. Stop out must be equal to or 
less than 50. The EURUSD symbol must have 5 digits. 
To use the robot's maximum power and the best setting: Enter Dtnoo=1.00 

 

 



 

 

3. This part is very important and be careful! 
This part is very important and be careful! 
You must download all the data from the broker server as follows pictures. 
Perform the steps as follows: 
1 .Ctrl + U / click EURUSD / click Bars / click M1 / click Request. 
2 .Click M5 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
3 .Click M15 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
4 .Click M30 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
5 .Click H1 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
6 .Click H4 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
7 .Click D1 / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
8 .Click MN / click date start, end (today)/ click Request. 
9 .Click Ticks / click date start, end (today) / click Request. 
10 .Click Ok. 
In section 4, put today's date. 
I control the performance of the robot in the real account. 
If you have a problem, contact me. 
If all of the above is done, the robot will do all the work automatically, and you will just be careful about 
power outages or the internet.  

 



 

 

 

 
 



4. MOREOVER, this part is very important too and be careful! 
 
If your main account is not based on the dollar/USD, the robots/EA do not work. 
If you have two different accounts than one broker. The information for both accounts will be different (due 
to the spread value). By the way, both accounts differ in terms of Symbol name. (For example: EURUSD , 
EURUSD.F , EURUSD.m , EURUSD.I , EURUSD.s , EURUSD.e , EURUSD.d an etc.) 
Therefore, the data for both accounts should be downloaded in full. 
 

If the data is not complete, the orders will not take place. On the other hand, orders are canceled. 

 

 

 

 
 



5. The EA will work on any leverage, max volume is 500 lot and max limit orders is 200. 
 
However, your leverage should be 1:100. Because the best robot performance is at 1:100, leverage. 
The robot at Leverage 1:100 will use only 24.5% of your deposit. Then, during the reverse transaction, the 
leverage is reduced to 1:14.That is, the robot's risk is reduced to Leverage 1:14. But the power of the robot's 
performance is at Leverage 1:100. 
In leverage above 1:100, to avoid the risk of breaking all leverage in robot operation are converted to 1:150 
and then 1:100. 
Max volume has nothing to do with leverage. 
Max volume is associated with the broker. 
 
The robot works on all time frames. However, because the M1 time frame shows the tick changes well, I'm 
in favor. 
 
In order to use the robot in two or more different accounts, you must run the robot on two or more different 
mt5 platforms (install on two or more different broker mt5 platforms). 
 
For a robot to operate downloading 3 Month, ticks and bars data is enough. Nevertheless, for testing at 
least you must download since 2011.12.18. 
 
In the case of VPS, 
 
My product has no problems with VPS. I have tried this in at least six brokers and real accounts. 
If the broker server has a problem, the migration operation is not performed correctly. 
Moreover, my robot cancels all orders. 
If this happens to you, change your broker and use a reputable broker. 
 
If you have purchased VPS outside the scope of mql5 and its brokers. Please contact VPS Provider Customer 
Affairs. 
I can't comment on VPSs outside the mql5 range. Also, these VPSs may negatively affect your order number 
and how it is executed. 
Because some of these VPSs turn transactions into finite states. 
So you will not have the actual performance of the robot. I have found this out after sending you several 
problem reports. 
Many VPS providers do not have mt5-services. 
Please be careful. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 




